Abstract-Multicast is a natural enabler for carrying high bandwidth multimedia broadcasts and seminars on IP networks. Despite the increased need for IP multicast, its commercial deployment has not been widespread. The lack of appropriate network management tools for IP multicast has proven to be a major barrier in its deployment. In this article, we survey the currently available multicast management tools and discuss why they are insufficient. We describe the requirements of an operational multicast management platform and present 'mmon', a multicast network management system that we have built, aimed primarily for use by network engineering and operations center personnel. Mmon is currently used at HP and more than 100 other sites to manage the multicast networks. We discuss some of the challenges and our experiences with designing, implementing and deploying the system.
I. INTRODUCTION
There has been tremendous growth in popularity of multiple receiver applications like media streaming and data distribution services. The Internet is being increasingly used as a transport for carrying high bandwidth media streams of training and education classes, broadcast events, etc. Webcasts like "Victoria's Secret Event" and "NetAid Event" might have been much better realized with IP multicast. Multicast not only reduces the network traffic, it also reduces the server load. Despite the increased need for IP multicast, its commercial deployment has been very limited and slow. Multicast [1] has been around for over a decade but has not seen any significant deployment in ISP and enterprise networks. Diot et al. [6] discuss various deployment issues for the IP multicast service and note the lack of management support as one of the primary inhibitors.
Enabling and operating any new service has two fundamental requirements: it should not impact any existing service, and the new service should be reliable and perform well. The concerns about the impact of multicast on existing networks is one of the primary inhibitors in widespread deployment of multicast in mission-critical environments. Network operators do not want to risk impairing the basic IP network by reconfiguring the routers for this new and complex functionality. They are also worried about the possibility of flooding the whole network with multicast traffic in case of misconfiguration or unforeseen defects. The replication of multicast packets in a router can potentially load its CPU, negatively impacting the unicast forwarding. Multicast also enables multimedia applications. Besides being heavy users of network bandwidth, such multimedia flows are mostly not TCP-friendly. These flows are unresponsive to congestion in the network and can stifle the normal TCP-based traffic such as web, email, telnet and file transfer.
Network management systems that give operators insights into the multicast activity on their network and its impact on their infrastructure and services can significantly allay these concerns. "No management, no multicast" has been a common refrain. Unfortunately, current network management systems are not multicast-aware. The few public domain tools that do exist can only perform specialized diagnostic functions and often require significant multicast knowledge to operate. Unlike unicast, where domain knowledge and management experience is considerable, in the multicast domain few people have the requisite multicast familiarity. This is especially true in the Network Operations Centers (NOC), where multicast management experience is practically non-existent.
For example, our survey of NOCs found a marked difference in the way unicast and multicast trouble tickets are handled. With unicast service, network operators receive the initial trouble ticket, and escalate first to higher level operators, and only then escalate to the Subject Matter Expert if they are unable to resolve it. However, with multicast all problems go directly to the multicast expert without any intervening levels of operators, due to the lack of appropriate tools and expertise. A multicast management system that could be used by the average network operator would reduce this dependence on multicast experts. Such a system would require minimal multicast understanding of the network operator, and would provide monitoring facilities as well as basic fault isolation and diagnostic capabilities. This article discusses what such a system would look like and describes work done at HP Laboratories to build such a system. This management system "mmon" was widely deployed and tested at more than a hundred sites, including operational networks of several ISPs and enterprises. It is used today to manage the production network at Hewlett-Packard.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows: the next section presents a brief overview of existing multicast management tools and reasons why they are inadequate for operational multicast network management. Section III discusses the requirements for multicast network management. Sections IV and V recount our experiences with its implementation, usage and deployment. Finally, we conclude with discussion about potential enhancements for mmon and future directions.
II. SURVEY OF EXISTING MULTICAST MANAGEMENT
TOOLS In this section we briefly survey existing multicast network management tools and explain why they are not sufficient in themselves to successfully manage a multicast network. Kevin Almeroth gives a more thorough description of these multicast tools [2] . There are three broad categories of tools available: initial deployment and configuration tools, traffic monitoring tools, and diagnostic tools.
Initial deployment and configuration tools: These include traffic generation tools like mgen [25] Monitoring tools: There are no general purpose tools to discover and monitor the multicast infrastructure. Existing monitoring tools each have a special purpose: network traffic monitoring tools like multimon [14] , performance monitoring tools like rtpmon [16] and mhealth [9] and session monitoring tools like mlisten [3] . Multimon presents information about the amount and types of multicast traffic but is limited to traffic of a single LAN. Rtpmon joins the given multicast group and displays QoS information based on RTCP [15] reports received from other group members. Mhealth analyzes RTCP and mtrace data to build a forwarding tree for a particular group, with packet loss reports. Both rtpmon and mhealth are limited by their reliance on RTCP. Operators (who do not want floods of traffic from a multitude of sources) frequently block the transmission of this protocol. Often the protocol is simply not supported by the application. Mhealth's reliance on mtrace data adds a heavy traffic load on the network and a burden on the routers. Mlisten gathers information about group membership of various groups, but is also limited by reliance on RTCP.
Diagnostic tools: These tools allow network operators to verify the functioning of multicast routing in the underlying infrastructure. Most of the tools in this category have been developed by multicast protocol designers, and require the user to have significant multicast knowledge. Tools in this category include mrinfo [7] , mtrace [8] , mstat [22] , mview [23] and mrtree [24] . Mrinfo reports the status of the queried router's multicast neighbors. Mtrace identifies the multicast path between a source and a single receiver, but does not show the entire forwarding tree and may cause congestion in the network. It also provides statistics about loss and delay along each hop in the path. However, its textual output is difficult to understand and requires an experienced user. Mrtree displays the forwarding tree for a given multicast group in textual format that is difficult to visualize. Mview displays the forwarding tree on a graphical user interface and provides a front-end to tools like mstat and mtrace, though it suffers from mtrace's drawbacks.
All the tools listed above are useful for their single dedicated purpose. But they have some of the following drawbacks for operational management purposes:
• require expert knowledge of the tool • require expert knowledge of multicast protocols • require simultaneous use of multiple, disjoint tools • suffer from ease-of-use issues • lack integration into existing management framework Mview, perhaps is the only tool that provides ongoing status monitoring of the multicast topology and services, but it lacks the support for alerts and notification.
Mmon was developed to overcome these limitations and address the needs of operational multicast management. It is a unified multicast monitoring, traffic surveillance, and fault detection and isolation system, integrated with HP's widely deployed OpenView management platform.
III. DESIGN GOALS AND FUNCTIONALITY
Mmon was designed to provide various functions of an operational multicast management system with the following design principles that we thought are essential for any such platform:
Ease-of-Use: NOC operators and engineers should be able to use mmon with same ease as they use other network management tools. The tool should enable them to monitor the multicast network and conduct first level diagnostics without requiring in-depth understanding of multicast technology.
Visualization: Graphical visualization of the topology and routes is more vital for managing a multicast network than it is for a unicast network. It is difficult to grasp the branching of a multicast distribution tree in textual output. A graphical presentation of forwarding tree overlaid on the multicast topology is not only intuitive but also allows for faster and easier diagnostics.
Integration: Integration of operational multicast management system with existing unicast management platforms is critical to reduce the learning curve for the network operators. Similarly, a single integrated multicast management system would reduce the number of tools the operator would need to learn, making the system easier to use.
A general network management suite has tools that aid each of the following management functions:
• Initial deployment and configuration Though multicast management systems should also address similar issues, there are significant differences in the details of implementation. The key differences arise from the multiple destination aspect of multicast traffic.
An operational multicast network management system should support the following functionality:
Discovery and visualization of the multicast topology: It should be able to discover the multicast routers (and switches) and the multicast peering relationships between them. The display of multicast topology is particularly important if the multicast topology is not congruent with the underlying unicast network.
Status monitoring: Like unicast management systems it must monitor the status and the availability of various elements in the multicast infrastructure.
Multicast traffic monitoring:
The potential for accidental and unintentional service disruption is much greater because of replication of multicast packets in the routers. Ready awareness of the network load contributed by multicast traffic can generally allay fears and assist in simple problem isolation. It should be able to monitor the multicast network bandwidth usage on various links and by active groups and sources.
Archiving and graphing multicast traffic statistics: This is useful for post-analysis and capacity planning.
Discovery & visualization of forwarding tree and membership distribution:
This helps the operator to trace specific multicast data flows in the network. It is useful in both detecting and diagnosing non-reception of data by some group members.
Quality of Service assessment:
The QoS assessment at network boundaries and end-systems is vital particularly for media related multicast streams. The proactive multicast performance monitoring can avoid potential service disruptions due to flash crowds and dynamic membership.
Multicast traffic control:
The 'safety valve' ability to quench multicast traffic is required to prevent damage from misbehaving multicast traffic.
Fault detection and alarm generation: Like any management system, an operational multicast system should generate alerts once it detect faults such as multicast traffic exceeding specific thresholds, failure of multicast peering relationship and router going down etc.
In the following sections, we describe how mmon was designed to achieve the above goals and implemented to provide various multicast management functions.
IV. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
Mmon has been developed on the HP OpenView (HPOV) platform and has been completely integrated with its network management suite. Following the modular design principles we have kept the modules for user presentation and data collection separate. Mmon uses the topology layout, graphing utilities and various other user interface facilities of HPOV for its presentation. Fig. 1 shows the mmon management console with multicast topology and overlaid forwarding tree. The remainder of this section provides an overview of how mmon performs discovery and other data collection. The data collection processes of mmon can be broadly categorized as:
Discovery and monitoring of multicast infrastructure:
Mmon discovers the multicast topology starting from the seed routers provided by the network manager. Currently it can only discover the routers and is not aware of the switches and other level-2 devices in the network. The information about a particular router is gathered by sending IGMP ASK-NEIGHBORS [13] query to the router 1 . The response from the router includes the set of information about its multicast interfaces and various multicast "neighbors" (peers) on these interfaces. It also has information about the status (up/down/disabled), type (tunnel/normal) and multicast protocol of the interface. The discovery process recursively queries the new routers for the information and updates the information in its multicast topology database. Currently the status monitoring process constitutes running the discovery 1 This is similar to the query mechanism of mrinfo [7] tool. process at user-configured intervals. The topology map is updated and events are generated upon detection of changes such as link failure, discovery of new router, etc.
The topology information can also be gathered by using SNMP to query the multicast related MIBs. We decided to use the IGMP queries due to more widespread support of the IGMP queries than the multicast MIB support in the routers. A SNMP based discovery process can be used to complement the IGMP based discovery.
Discovery of group forwarding and membership distribution:
On request by the operator, mmon can discover the multicast forwarding tree for a given source and group pair. It sends SNMP queries to the routers (as it follows the distribution tree) to get forwarding state information from the IP multicast routing MIB [11] . Based on the multicast protocol in use it also obtains protocol-specific information such as PIM rendezvous point (RP) etc. from respective protocol-specific MIBs. SNMP queries are also used for finding out the distribution of group members in the network. This information is obtained from the IGMP MIB [10] in the routers. Though it is not possible to find out all the group members from the information in the IGMP MIB, mmon can find all the subnets that have at least one member.
Monitoring multicast traffic:
The multicast traffic statistics are also collected from the IP multicast routing MIB in the routers. This MIB has counters for measuring the multicast traffic on each interface as well as for each source and group pair transiting the router. The frequency of statistics collection is user-configurable.
The heterogeneity, in terms of equipment from various vendors, in the deployed multicast networks was a major consideration. Mmon only uses IETF standardized mechanisms such as multicast MIBs and IGMP queries to collect the information instead of vendor specific command line interfaces. All the MIBs queried by mmon either have already been standardized or are in the process of being standardized by the IETF.
The next section recounts some of our experiences with implementing and deploying mmon.
V. EXPERIENCES
Mmon was deployed at several sites for beta testing. It was released for public download from our website, http://www.hpl.hp.com/mmon, in March 2000 and has since been downloaded and deployed by more than a hundred users. Based on web-logs, mmon is being deployed to manage multicast networks of a wide range of enterprises such as financial services companies, e-retailers, manufacturing companies, etc. It is also being used by various service providers and broadcasters. Most of the network managers experiment with mmon in test labs before deploying it to manage their production networks. Even during beta tests, a few managers were so eager for operational multicast management tools that, much to our surprise, they immediately deployed mmon in their live, production networks. The importance of operational multicast management and the strong need for mmon like tools is reinforced by such occurrences. Initial user reaction to mmon, with respect to ease of use and functionality, has been extremely positive.
We faced several issues and challenges while implementing and testing mmon. Though various vendors support multicast MIBs and other management information in the routers, it is still incomplete and inadequate. At a recent deployment of mmon to manage the multicast network of 'N+I iLabs' 2 we encountered routers that neither respond to IGMP ASK-NEIGHBORS query nor support multicast MIBs. Defects in MIB implementation invariably occur, though later versions of router software have corrected all known defects. Unfortunately, the earlier versions of router software (with some known defects) are commonly encountered. Few vendors support the IETF standard MIBs for multicast management. These vendors unnecessarily create a barrier to the deployment of their products for multicast environments.
All the information about the multicast interfaces and neighbors of routers that are richly connected can not fit in a single packet. These routers fragment their response to IGMP ASK-NEIGHBORS query into multiple packets. While specifying the packet format, no provision was made to indicate the fragmentation of the response. Thus, it is not possible for mmon topology discovery process, as well as other tools like mrinfo, to deterministically figure out if it has received all the response packets from a router. This is very important for detecting changes in the multicast topology. The discovery scheme was subsequently modified to use a heuristic mechanism and correlation with SNMP information for dealing with multiple packet responses.
The IP multicast protocols are still undergoing the standardization process at IETF. As a result, the multicast MIBs are also evolving. For instance, the pimGroupTable has been deprecated in the newer versions of PIM MIB [12] . Similarly, the introduction of bi-directional multicast trees could alter the existing MIB definitions. Various versions of a MIB could exist in the same infrastructure and hence need to be supported.
Similar to other MIB designs, multicast related MIBs have also been designed in advance and independent of any management application. Consequently, sometimes they do not present information in convenient and optimal fashion. Partially the problem may be also because the MIBs are constrained by actual routing implementations. For instance, it is not possible to query the loss rate for a source-group pair at a particular router. Another example is in the design of the nexthoptable of the IP multicast routing MIB. The tree discovery process needs to differentiate between a router that has no outgoing interface (null oif list) for a particular group, and one that doesn't have any state for that group. This can be done by correlating information from different tables, but it 2 The iLabs is NetWorld+Interop's live test-bed for the latest networking technologies. Multimedia and multicast were some of the technologies being showcased and a multi-vendor and multiprotocol network was built for the event.
(http://www.key3media.com/interop/interopnet/ilabs) would be optimal to have that information in the nexthoptable itself.
New multicast MIB development at the IETF, such as a MIB for support of IGMPv3, should reflect the experience gained from mmon.
Though using a "standard" management platform was a requirement from the NOC operators originally surveyed, the usability of X-Windows over long distances became a severe constraint. Thus mmon has been extended to provide webbrowser based views of certain critical functions such as multicast traffic statistics and router status. Future mmon enhancements will only use web-based user interfaces.
Besides operational use, mmon has also been deployed in test laboratories. It has helped identify initial configuration errors in some cases. For example, in HP's network testing lab, multicast traffic didn't flow across the network. Mmon was used to draw the forwarding tree for the auto-RP group (a group used for communicating PIM RP information to all routers) and it was discovered that the tree did not reach several of the edge routers. On further investigation, it was found that these edge routers had not been configured to join the auto-RP group and non-availability of RP information was causing break in multicast traffic flow.
Mmon was also found to be very useful for early adopters and implementers of IP multicast. Early adopters used mmon to help them stress test their implementations. A routerengineering laboratory had the latest, unreleased implementation on the routers. While demonstrating mmon to display the multicast forwarding tree for a specific group, the tree was found to not reach the expected routers. Further investigation revealed a previously unknown defect in the routing implementation.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Without adequate manageability, network operators will continue to delay their deployment of IP multicast. Our investigation identified a lack of management tools designed specifically for the operations center personnel. Their tools must permit monitoring, first-level fault isolation, and simple troubleshooting without requiring extensive multicast protocol expertise. Ideally, an operational management tool would combine and analyze multiple sources of data simultaneously, managing the inherent complexity of one-to-many multicast by providing a graphical interface to the user. We have designed, implemented, and deployed our mmon IP multicast management prototype to meet these goals. Mmon has proven to be valuable and easy to use by operations personnel. It has also provided value to developers of multicast protocols and network engineers who test and configure multicast deployments. Providing appropriate manageability through tools such as mmon can expedite the development and deployment of new network and Internet services. We now discuss some future directions for multicast management research.
Having built a tool with most of the basic requirements for a NOC operator, the next step would be to automate the processes, further reducing the demands on the NOC operator.
This includes automatic fault detection and root cause analysis. For example, it would be comparatively easy to have mmon periodically determine the forwarding tree and membership distribution for a specified group (and source), and programmatically determine the breaks in the forwarding tree. The next step would be to have mmon then query the concerned routers to analyze the actual cause of the break and present the operator with the final diagnosis. This involves encoding a lot of the multicast domain knowledge that currently exists mainly as experience of the multicast experts and debugging handbooks [18] . Trouble [17] , and Hierarchical Passive Multicast Monitor (HPMM) [19] present architectures for fault isolation and diagnosis.
Since access to real end-user computers is not possible, MRM [20] and SMRM [4] have been developed for setting-up active multicast test transmissions in the routers and report the received quality to management stations. Active generation of test traffic is in contrast to the rest of mmon's functionality, which passively observes and reports the impact of user traffic. But mmon can be easily integrated with these agents and its knowledge of the multicast topology utilized to appropriately place test sources and sinks in order to cover the infrastructure.
Mmon can also be enhanced to integrate application level information. The mapping of application semantic information to IP information such as group and source address is one possible enhancement. For example, it would be useful to know that the multimedia stream for "Space Shuttle Webcast" is being sourced from 15.16.17.18 using the group address 228.29.30.31. Currently mmon does not monitor the QoS received by the end-user. It can be extended to collect RTCP data from the group members (for RTP based applications) and present it with the rest of the information.
Mmon currently does not manage inter-domain multicast nor does it discover and monitor multicast-aware switches. Support for interdomain multicast via Multiprotocol extension for Border Gateway Protocol (MBGP) and Multicast Source Discovery Protocol (MSDP) would greatly enhance the value of mmon for service providers and large enterprises. When multicast management MIBS are standardized to support Source-Specific Multicast (SSM) and IGMPv3, mmon could be readily extended to support them. Integration with QoS assessment, distributed data collection for scalability, and control of multicast by integration with network policy management tools are other areas for future work.
